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collaborative experiments on p
physical, chemical, & biological processes, 

at field scale, 
incorporating advanced technology, 

used to develop design guidance

1. indoor
2. outdoor
3. virtual
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Stream Restoration Short Courses
Baltimore MD, Logan UT, Truckee CA, Clinton NJ

UMN certificate program in Stream Restoration
Regional Stream Restoration Conferences
Stream Restoration Decision Analysis & Design ManualStream Restoration Decision Analysis & Design Manual
Working Group on Training & Certification
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The Stream Restoration BusinessThe Stream Restoration Business

Wh d d thi ?Why do we do this?
Objectives: multiple, conflicting, ill defined

Who does it?Who does it?
a diverse blend of engineers, water quality 

professionals, landscape architects, and 
short-course trained practitionersp

How do we do this?
freference or template approach 

difficult to make cause-and-effect 
connection, explicitly linking objective 
to actions incorporating uncertaintyto actions, incorporating uncertainty

Should we do this?
Can we demonstrate success?  Value?



Are we doing good?  At what cost?

“One of the objectives of the Baltimore City Department of Public Works is 
to correct stream channel stability problems in order toto correct stream channel stability problems in order to

reduce sediment and nutrient loading from channel sources, 
improve in-stream habitat, 

protect public infrastructure, 
protect public and private property andprotect public and private property, and 

reduce the need for future channel maintenance in city streams.”

• Can we demonstrate that we are achieving the objectives?• Can we demonstrate that we are achieving the objectives?
• Can we justify the project cost & disturbance 

relative to the benefits?  
C d i f ( h) l ?• Can we do it for (much) less?

• Can we do better?



There is an emerging standard approach that includes lots 
of earth-moving and large rocks and cost and disturbanceof earth moving and large rocks and cost and disturbance



Are we doing good?  At what cost?Are we doing good?  At what cost?

• Is stream restoration design evolving in a conservative direction, 
making extensive use of stabilizing measuresg e e s ve use o s b g e su es
that protect contractor liability
above project objectives, cost, and disturbance?  

• Can the objectives be accomplished for a fraction of the cost?j p
• Can ecological objectives be met with a green pipe?
• If attainment of objectives is not only unverified, 

but assumed we can’t say!but assumed, we can t say!
• If objectives, for sediment, channel dynamics, 

habitat, water quality, fish recovery…
are not directly integrated into a predictive design processare not directly integrated into a predictive design process 
how do we learn how to do this better?  Or cheaper?



If we provide 
‘stability’ with big 

k d throcks, do we run the 
risk of accumulating 

sediment in the 
channel (which canchannel (which can 
trigger instability)?



Reconnecting floodplains provides opportunities for pollutant removal
Do we want to remove the floodplain & riparian forest?
At what cost? For what benefit?At what cost?   For what benefit?
Do people like it?



Water & sediment supply
P ll t t l di

Drivers Design Framework
Pollutant loading

Introduced species

Objectives

Are objectives & outcomes connected to environmental 
drivers in an explicit, predictive fashion?

Reduce sediment, nutrient loads 
Restore aq. & riparian populations 
Protect infrastructure & property

Improve aesthetics

j

Are objectives linked to design in a 
quantitative and testable fashion?

Design Variables

Improve aesthetics quantitative and testable fashion?

Enhance Stability

Restore Stream Potential Do little orChannel geometry & composition

Why Predict?

Improve Habitat
Do little or 
nothing!Floodplain elevation & extent

Riparian vegetation
type, density, locationy

(1) tradeoffs
(2) project costs

WQ standards 
Physical performance
A t d

Outcomes
Are outcomes 
measurable?

(3) judging success
(4) learning

Accepted appearance
Species recovery

measurable?



A short list of predictable, measurable, and relevant objectives:

Protect property and infrastructure

Control flood levels

Alter loading or yield of sediment, nutrients, pollutants

Permit fish passagep g

Increase population of designated species

Improve aesthetics accessImprove aesthetics, access
Improve Habitat

Enhance Stability
NB: predictable means capable of prediction – not that 
we can actually predict all of these in any particular Enhance Stability

Restore Potential

y p y p
situation, or some of them in any situation



Stream restoration projects an awesome set of experiments
if we monitored them we would learn all sorts of useful thingsif we monitored them, we would learn all sorts of useful things. 

The monitoring challenges:
(1) Getting it funded(1) Getting it funded
(2) Defining good experiments
(3) Archiving and using the data
(4) L i f th d t(4) Learning from the data

Judging success
Developing alternatives



Is stream restoration worth it? Is stream restoration worth it? 
A benefit/cost analysis of urban stream A benefit/cost analysis of urban stream 

restorationrestoration
Melissa Kenney, Peter Wilcock, Daniela Martinez, Benjamin Hobbs

Dept. of Geography & Environmental Engineering
Johns Hopkins UniversityJohns Hopkins University

Nicholas Flores
Dept of EconomicsDept. of Economics

University of Colorado



Better for nutrient removal (?) Better for walking dogs

The “worth it?” study

1 effecti eness for t i t l; costs for alternati es

Is either worth >> $1m?

1. effectiveness for nutrient removal; costs for alternatives

2. value of infrastructure protection

3 preference and willingness to pay for aesthetics recreation
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3. preference and willingness to pay for aesthetics, recreation



Water Quality Benefit: avoided cost of theWater Quality Benefit: avoided cost of the 
least expensive, feasible alternative 

for achieving the same pollution reductions
Annual pollutant reduction:

N: 0.02 lb/ft/yr * 1320 ft = 26.4 lb
P: 0.0025 lb/ft/yr * 1320 ft = 3.3 lb

Sediment: 2 lb/ft/yr * 1320 ft = 264 lb

Size various BMPs to remove same amount
using typical urban N, P, and sediment loads, 

Determine BMP cost & divide by 1320 ft



Water Quality Benefits

1. Determine least expensive, feasible BMP alternative1. Determine least expensive, feasible BMP alternative

2. Calculate the equivalent $/linear foot

l dWetland

Infiltration Basin

Dry Extended Detention Pondy

Wet Pond

Vegetated Swale

0 25 50 75 100

Wet Extended Detention Pond

f l l $/

Water quality benefits are optimized and sized for N removal of 26.4 lb/yr.

Cost for Equivalent N Removal $/LF



Infrastructure Benefits

• Avoided expenditure 
directed at protectingdirected at protecting 
infrastructure : rip rap

• Cost 40‐120 $/lf

• Could treat part or all of 
1320 ft



Aesthetics and Recreation Benefits

• Survey of Baltimore residents
• Part I. Design Preferences 

– Stream Bank: 
high and dry

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

high and dry
vs. 

low and wet
– Surrounding Area: 

tree cover
vs. 

meadow
• Part II.Willingness to Pay forPart II. Willingness to Pay for 

Aesthetic and Recreation Benefits



Survey Designy g
• Random sample of 2000 Baltimore City residents 

total response rate 11.5%; 
adjusted response rate, Stony Run 24.5% , Baltimore City 9.9%

- Over-sampled residents within 1 mile of Stony Run

• Scenario: 0.25 mile restoration involving

- Administered online and paper surveys

‐ infrastructure protection
‐ no water quality benefits 
‐ different appearance



Part I ‐ Design Preferences



Results ‐ Design Preferences

54>24

67>26

•Residents preferred a forest with high and dry stream bank (54% preferred) to a meadow and high and dry 
stream bank (24% preferred)st ea ba ( % p e e ed)

• a meadow and high and dry stream bank (64%) to a forest with low and wet stream bank (24%), and 

•a forest with low and wet stream bank (67% preferred) to a meadow and low and wet stream bank (26%).



Part II ‐Willingness to Pay for Restoration



Fraction Willing to Spend $X or More on Restoration

  WTP for High and Dry with Trees (Baltimore) WTP for Low and Wet with Meadow (Baltimore)
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• Both options include infrastructure protection
• Difference in WTP ($58) provides lower bound on 

Voted Yes Voted No Voted Yes Voted No

aesthetic/recreation value
• Equivalent to $620/lf (conservative with 

assumption that non-respondents have zero WTP)



Recent Baltimore projects: $500-$1,200/LFSome Costs

On the street:
design $50-$200/LF
construction $200-$500/LF.
Total: $250 - $700

Jurek 2004
Analysis of Stream Restoration

2004
Analysis of Stream Restoration 

Costs in NC EEP



So, is urban stream restoration worth it?

Based on water quality and infrastructure alone – probably NOT, 
unless compelled to reduce loadings with only expensive alternatives available

If Aesthetic/Recreation value added in – could beIf Aesthetic/Recreation value added in could be
& then there can be education, community, ethical value

& maybe ecosystem value too





Speaker has exceeded all bounds of taste and duration
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